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ABSTRACT

The tentacles and threads, real or imagined, of mandated federal
and state coastal zone management planning goals and policies, objectives
and tasks can lead to a latter day version of the Boston Tea Party. But
this doesn't have to be. An alternative is education which leads to
local initiative for planning. Locally stimulated planning must utilize
the generally excellent state and federal technical and management
resources to develop action plans for both conservation and development
of America's critical coastal resources. In this paper, some examples
of successful local planning efforts on the Oregon coast will be
discussed.

"Why do we have to hire consulting biologists for thousands of
dollars to fight environmentalists who work for free? Sea Grant should
provide biologists to the ports to counter those working for the govern
ment who are trying to put us out of business." I didn't make up that
quotation. It actually was spoken very recently and points up the
extent of the estuarine planning problem for those of us who search for
the elusive middle ground between conservation and development. The
obvious answer is that government biologists, engineers, and planners
(in whatever agency) — local, regional, state and federal — are working
for all of us. The perception, however, is otherwise. It seems always
to be us (locals) versus them (who don't live here).

Why this perception exists is not the subject of this discussion.
How to turn the situation around is.

Most of the world's larger cities were built on estuaries. Early
city development on estuaries was usually totally unplanned. Of modern
cities, perhaps Melbourne is an exception. The specific site was usually
upstream far enough to build a state-of-the-art bridge or ferry to the
other side. A few miles inland and upriver also provided a kinder
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climate than the open seacoast. The advantages of readily available
food from the bay and ocean, and access to the ocean transportation
freeway were only slightly lessened by the tendency of the Vikings to
come in every couple of years and steal all the women. Thus, for
thousands of years, the estuaries have been considered important human
use areas. Most of the Oregon ports were developed to supply the gold
camps of the mid-to-late-1800's. Since then, however, marine trade in
fisheries, lumber, wheat, vegetables, and petroleum have become main
stays.

At the same time, the coast in general and particularly the
estuaries were becoming more attractive as home sites. Aquaculture and
recreational fishing, cruising and even water skiing became valid uses
of estuarine waters. Timbered watersheds were denuded. Intensive
agriculture provided wastes to the streams which meandered to the
estuaries and out to sea. The ocean was downhill from everything.
Personal transportation from inland helped to turn "our" estuary into
"everyone's" estuary.

At an early stage, the existing pattern of local government, the
counties, was established, based largely on watersheds and transporta
tion. The result today is an almost inviolate group of small fiefdoms,
separated now by hours rather than days, from the next venue.

About a dozen years ago, few in Oregon had heard the word estuary.
Almost too late came the awakening of environmental concern and under
standing of estuaries. This concern about estuaries rode the tide of
environmental ism which swept America in the late 1960's and early 1970's.
Several factors contributed to forming a crisis in estuarine management.
Cities on estuaries, local government structure, multiple use pressures
and environmental consciousness all played a part.

There are always pioneers. The Oregon Chapter, American Fisheries
Society, lead the charge toward public understanding of estuaries. Sea
Grant helped by publishing the Society's bulletin "Crisis in Oregon
Estuaries". About 20,000 copies later, the bulletin is still in demand.
Withdrawn from publication, because some positive changes have occurred,
a new version, "Oregon's Fragile Few" should soon be available.

Crisis is a good word. Everyone reacts. Stir up the people.
Create an emotional confrontation. Stop everything. Stop reclaiming
and polluting the estuaries. Stop shipping. Stop docks. Stop eating.
Starve.

A classic situation with no middle ground. Choose—you're for
estuaries or against them. Choose—you're an industrialist or a
conservationist—or worse yet, an environmentalist. Pass some laws.
Create some cocoons.

The bulletin "Crisis in Oregon Estuaries", for those who made it
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past the title, pointed out that the solution was largely in local hands
—with your port commission, your county court, your neighbors and you.
Ten years later this situation has not changed. Local initiative is an
imperative in estuarine planning. There are some good examples. They'll
be discussed later. First, let's consider two bill of rights for those
organisms (human and otherwise) who value the estuaries. We'll call the
first the Fishery Bill of Rights. —Why? Because estuaries are perhaps
the most fertile spots on earth, biologically.

In simplified form, the living creatures which live in, migrate
through, or visit an estuary need these assurances:

1. Good water quality. Can all the life states of the organisms
which use the estuary for birth, a nursery, life, shelter, or a transpor
tation corridor thrive in the temperature-nutrient-salinity-chemical mix
of the waters?

2. The water flow pattern must not be materially altered. Channels,
fills and other changes should be 'shaped to complement the natural flow
system.

3. An estuary should not be filled. I said "should" rather than
"must". There are times when fills are a priority use.

4. Primary food production areas must be protected—usually the
shallow tidelands which traditionally have been most vulnerable to
alteration.

5. Freedom from harassment. Estuarine organisms can be used inten
sively but must have periods of rest. The alternating tides provide
rest for clams, for instance, from the "rapacious" shovels of recre-
ationists.

A second Bill of Rights relates to Human-Associated uses: After
all, we can ill afford to deny that humans exist. Yet, this seems to be
happening.

In the economic sense, estuaries are productive in the creation of
capital.

1. Maritime shipping requires docks, back-up storage, stabilized
channels, turning basins, and a safe all-weather bar.

2. Commercial fisheries require unloading docks, adjacency to
processing facilities, drydocks and other ship repair, fuel, ice and
other supplies, staging areas for gear storage and repair, docks for
boat parking, and a safe bar.

3. Recreational hunting, fishing and boating uses of the estuary
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require boat docks, launching areas, fuel, parking for automobiles, and
other amenities.

Many other commercial-industrial-recreational human uses of
estuaries could be listed. Each use may develop into a point of con
flict over environmental versus economic-industrial uses. A key to
successful planning is to find points of mutually compatible compromise
on both sides. These compromises can include an agreement to restrict
development on shallow tideflats, shape the fills to harmonize with
water flow, and seek creative uses for dredge spoils.

And time is wasting. A port manager told me last week that this
is the year. "A dirty knockdown battle is going on as to who will
control Oregon's estuaries," he said.

The most effective solution to estuarine use conflicts is a broad-
based, local initiative plan which can lead to zoning of the estuary
and watershed. Although state and federal governmental planning agencies
promote local impetus in land use planning and zoning, few citizens
seem to believe it.

Let me discuss some of these efforts with you. The Yaquina Bay
Task Force was appointed by the Lincoln County, Oregon, Commission in
1969. This group was charged with developing a comprehensive use plan
for the Yaquina estuary based on existing knowledge which would lead to
zoning of the water surface and adjacent uplands. Further, the Task
Force was asked to take the lead in implementation of the plan for
industrial development and conservation. The Yaquina Bay Task Force
included representatives from the county, ports, cities, major user
groups of the estuaries, and citizens. Agency biologists, engineers,
and planners participated in the development of the plan. Thus, the
agencies were a party to the plan, rather than a reviewer of the plan,
after the fact. The comprehensive use plan was completed in 1971. The
water and adjacent areas were zoned in 1971. Implementation followed
closely thereafter. New docks, marinas, and other water-related
facilities have been constructed since then and more are in progress.
The natural resource base is being protected. The "Fisheries Bill of
Rights" and the "Human Use Bill of Rights" are effective.

In Tillamook Bay, Oregon, a similar local initiative led toward a
comprehensive plan for the estuary. The Task Force was organized in
1973 to study the Tillamook Bay area and to recommend guidelines for its
future development. Representatives from ports, city councils, the
county and industry served on the task force—elbow to elbow with a
technical advisory group from local, state, and federal agencies. The
group examined natural, governmental, land use, and economic resource
characteristics. The shoreline and associated water uses were divided
into 15 units. A community attitudes survey published in the Tillamook
Headlight Herald newspaper drew heavy response. As in the Yaquina Bay
example, agencies planned with the citizens. The result was our plan.
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Noting the success of efforts at Yaquina and Tillamook Bays, the
Oregon Coastal Conservation and Development Commission published, in
1973, a bulletin "Estuarine Planning Guidelines". This remains as an
excellent step-by-step guide to locally stimulated estuarine planning.

Based on these two examples plus planning in Alsea Bay and CREST
(Columbia River Estuary Study Team),I believe that the local initiative
is essential to successful estuarine planning. If results are measured
in hours spent in planning, arguing, compromising, and haggling, local
planning must be successful. On the basis of efficiency from commence
ment to completion of a plan, locally initiated planning is a loser.
Education takes time. Compromises must be hammered out.

Unfortunately, this is rational thinking. Rationality seems to
have little to do with planning efforts in the 1970's.

But take a visit to any local governmental authority. I suggest
that most counties, cities, port districts, etc. have a number of plans
on file for nearly any contingency. The plans, in many cases, were
prepared in good faith by talented consultants. Professional documents
all the way. SOMEBODY ELSES PLAN. Not ours. Why were they prepared?
Perhaps as a requirement to establish a district's eligibility for funds
under some Federal or State Act. After suitable fanfare and presen
tation of copies to local politicians and others who might have a
professional or personal interest, the dust-gathering process begins.
The plan becomes an artifact—a monument. Something to be pointed to
and cited as -- Yes, we have completed our plan and thus are eligible,
etc.

A locally initiated estuary plan has the best chance to be a liv
ing, moving, changing process document. There are educational
resources available to help develop this living estuary plan. The
Community and Resource Development section of the Land Grant University
Extension Service in each state has faculty who are educational spe
cialists in land use planning methodology. If a Sea Grant University
is available, the Marine Advisory Program may have faculty with assign
ments in coastal zone management. In New England and the Pacific
Northwest, fledgling Regional Coastal Information Centers are in
operation. These units are a cooperative effort of the Office of
Coastal Zone Management, Environmental Data Service, and the Sea Grant
university. The plan itself must be constructed by the people which it
affects. Laws are made in the capitols of the world. Life is lived
where the people are—in this case, among the coastal estuaries.

The people of Tillamook Bay completed their written estuary plan
on the following note: "The condition of the estuary can never be as
it was before the area was settled. The future reality will always be
less than the ideal. But human impact on natural productivity can be
managed, in the Tillamook Bay estuary and elsewhere, if concerned
residents will act."
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WASHINGTON'S INLAND WATERS: PUBLIC DOMAIN
V. CORPORATE RIGHTS - A GRASS ROOTS RESPONSE

Phyllis Graham
544 Tsawwassen Loop
Blaine, HA 98230

The president of Protect Our Waters, Betty Jones, is

unable to be here today. I am assuming the title of her talk,

but not her proposed content.

I am Phyllis Graham, vice president of POW, Protect Our

Waters, and a resident of Birch Bay, which is Just north of

Cherry Point and the ARCO refinery - proposed site of the

ARCO-Transmountaln oil transshipment center, the catalyst for

the formation of P-O-W, POW.

What is POW? It is a public interest group concerned with

the social, economic and environmental costs to the coastal

environment. It was formed to oppose the transshipment of oil

from the Cherry Point site to the midwest. The risks are too

high and there are alternatives.

Who is POW? POW is composed of environmentalists, con

servationists, sallboaters, pleasure boaters - and boat builders,

fishermen - both sport and commercial, boat fitters, gear

manufacturers, crab fishermen, students, grandparents, Lummi

Indians, resort owners, real estate people, second home developers,

groups and individuals concerned that this multi use estuary

known as Puget Sound not become a single purpose highway for

the oil Interests.

Questions immediately arose: who pays for the fishing

nets fouled by oil - or cut loose from a boat because a large

tanker is approaching? who pays for cleaning up beaches fouled

by oil? for marinas, docks and boats which become dirtied?

And so the grass roots became organized - and vocal.

Fortunately, there was a nucleus of informed citizens. Several

years ago, as a result of a KING tv series on the environment,

a group known as Eco-Action was formed in Belllngham. It

included women from other parts of Whatcom County as well.

This group became very involved in land use planning (as a
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matter of fact, its members were appointed to boards and com

missions in the cities of Belllngham and Blaine as well as

Whatcom County). As a result of Eco-Action's reputation for

education and hard work, some of its members were appointed

to the newly formed citizens shorelines committees to draft

shoreline management programs for the county and cities. These

programs formed the base of the State's Coastal Zone Management

Program. I served as chairman of the Whatcom County Citizens

Shorelines Committee. Eco-Action testified at the Army Corps

of Engineers West Coast Deepwater Port Facilities hearing in

1973 in Seattle, as well as at the State Oceanographic Commission

hearings concerning deepwater ports. Eventually, in connection

with the Whatcom County League of Women Voters, Eco-Action

published a booklet entitled "Deepwater Ports, Supertankers

& Puget Sound". This was in 1974-1975. Many from Whatcom

County participated in the "Oil on Puget Sound Conference"

held at Skagit County Community College in the spring of 1974.

We toured the two local refineries plus the other industry at

Cherry Point, Intalco, to research the idea of a multi purpose

port in the Cherry Point area. We attended the programs of

Wolf Bauer, Seattle engineer hired by Whatcom County to assess

the marine shore processes of the county. The Information he

amassed was studied.

Thus, long before the ARCO-Transmountain proposal, the

groundwork had been done on information and research concerning

oil and other development at this site. This proved to be

invaluable when the oil transshipment plans were announced and

Governor Ray threw her weight behind the Cherry Point proposal.

Her insistence on the suitability of this site BEFORE STUDIES

WERE DONE, BEFORE THE APPLICATION WAS REVIEWED IN THE MANNER

PRESCRIBED BY LAW, BEFORE AND DURING THE TIME HEARINGS WERE

BEING HELD, actually aroused the citizenry to form organized

resistance to the plan. And the ride the governor took on

the ARCO FAIRBANKS and her remarks about how easy the ship was

to steer and how there was plenty of room to maneuver through
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Rosarlo Straits, only served to arouse more people against the

manner in which she was endorsing the proposal. It seemed as

though she was selling out all the 'little people' making their

livings from a clean Puget Sound to the large corporate interests.

So, Protect Our Waters formed. It is a strictly volunteer

group. As in most volunteer groups, some are activists, some

not. Some donated money, but didn't wish it known. Others

donate time and talent along with their dues. The one point

all who joined could agree on was that we opposed an oil

transshipment center at Cherry Point. The members were at

all different levels of education and information concerning

this complex question of oil/energy/need, and since we were

in a crisis situation, efforts had to be narrowed down to this

one point: NO to Cherry Point. Exploring other facets such

as alternatives, Port Angeles, etc., had to be pushed aside.

We contacted Bob Lynette of the Coalition Against Oil Pollution

and Norma Turner of No Oil Port in Port Angeles. Both were

very helpful in sharing information and passing on how-to hints.

At this time the State legislature was in session. Our

own Whatcom County representatives and senator, especially Mary

Kay Becker and Barney Goltz, were solidly opposed to oil

transshipment at Cherry Point. Protect Our Waters testified

before committees and the Energy/Site Evaluation Council, wrote

letters, sent telegrams, met with key people in both House and

Senate. This often meant getting up at 3 and 4 AM in order to

be in Olympia by 9 AM,and perhaps not getting home until 10 or

11 at night.

We did not neglect our federal delegation either. In the

end, the fact that the people of Washington State had already

made their wishes known in the Coastal Zone Management Program

under Governor Dan Evans specifying no oil transshipment center

east of Port Angeles; the fact that they spoke again through

their State legislators and the passing of a bill reiterating

that stand; the fact that public testimony at public hearings

was overwhelmingly opposed to such a project at Cherry Point;
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and the fact the present governor vetoed the bill of the

legislature and continued to put her personal preference

first before that of the people, - all these facts convinced

our federal delegation, led by Senator Warren Magnuson, to

step in and settle the question . . . for which Protect Our

Waters is grateful. The cost of continuing contested case

hearings before the Energy Facilities Site Evaluation Council

for a project that would likely end up in the courts is

certainly not justified. ARCO-Transmountain might feel the

longrange value of their project to them personally justifies

the money that would be spent, but the cost to the State for

holding contested case hearings, the cost to the local public

for hiring attorneys to represent them, the cost to the nation

in terms of indecision and delay in answering the question,

"How do we get oil to the Midwest" cannot be justified.

Magnuson and the federal delegation recognized this and did

the only thing possible. The Governor has been quoted as

saying she doesn't feel the people of the State have spoken -

I wonder if she didn't hear the people because they were not

saying what she wanted to hear.

Are grass roots movements simply obstructionist tactics?

Is Protect Our Waters made up of kooks? or little old ladies

in tennis shoes??? Don't you believe it. A lobbying effort -

an educational campaign - takes dedication, hard work, intelligence,

research, writing skills, organization and money. A legislator

or official is too busy to have his time wasted. You must be

succinct, sure of the facts, and detail concrete reasons for

your stand in order to be listened to. POW did all these

things - and we knew we were effective when we received calls

from staff people, legislators, and their aides asking us for

information, or requesting we contact individuals, or suggesting

what we might do next.

What were some of our telling arguments - ones that helped

sway those necessary votes for the state legislature to pass

the bill opposing Cherry Point as a transshipment center for oil?
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First: Economic. The 16 to 30 jobs such a facility might
generate do not begin to compare with the 74,000 plus jobs in

the fishing industry alone that would be jeopardized by such
a facility. Over $8 million worth of new construction was

planned for the resort area of Birch Bay this past summer.
Boatbuilding, sales of pleasure craft, and tourism are all

big industries in Whatcom County - and all dependent on clean
beaches and waters. It doesn't make sense to risk existing,
operating businesses because the government and/or oil

companies did not keep pace with Alaskan oil coming on stream,
Canadian oil being cut back, and failure to solve oil spill
cleanup.

The second argument was that of Food Producer. Besides com

mercial salmon & bottom fishing, this rich estuary of Puget
Sound contains aquaculture projects. The Lummi Indian

Aquaculture project is just south of Cherry Point. Millions

of federal dollars have gone into developing this fish and
oyster rearing habitat and aquaculture school. Just to the

north of Cherry Point Is a valuable herring spawning area and
prolific crab producing area; further north are commercial

oyster beds. Plus the clams and crabs taken by individuals at

Birch Bay. There is a vast potential to produce protein for

world markets on a sustained yield basis - surely more important
than an oil port whose life expectancy is ??? how long?

The third argument is that of Multi Use. Freighters,
ferries, sail boats, fishing boats, pleasure boats, water

skiers, houseboats, swimmers, beachcombers, resorts, second

home industry, sewage treatment plants and industrial outfalls

all use the waters of Puget Sound. Tanker lanes have been

established - although the gillnetter drifting at night has

a hard time knowing exactly where those boundaries are. So

does the pleasure boater in the fog and rain. The more ships
and the larger those ships, the less room there is for other

users of the water surface. One user should not be allowed to

harm, eliminate or preclude other legitimate users.
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The fourth major argument is the Lack of Oil Spill Cleanup

Capability. All agree there will be oil leaked on the Sound,

whether through chronic spills or a catastrophic spill; whether
caused by human error or mechanical failure. The only question

is how much.

At the April and May, 1977, "Oil In Washington Waters:

Boon or Bane" conferences, John Weichert, head of Clean Sound

Oil Co-operative, gave detailed presentations on the current

"state of the art" of oil spill cleanup. In sum, the Co

operative has booms and equipment that are most effective in

enclosed areas, such as harbors. Note that Cherry Point in

no way resembles a "harbor". Mr. Weichert pointed out the

three necessary factors to effectively contain an oil spill:

1) prompt notification, 2) reasonable weather conditions, and
3) reasonable communications. He further stated that the five

miles of boom currently at the disposal of the Co-operative,

if properly deployed, is sufficient to protect the 2600 miles

of Puget Sound shoreline. I question this.

My very real concern is what happens when the boom is not

effectively deployed? when there is rough weather (a not

unusual state for Puget Sound in the winter)? when too much

time elapses between the spill and the notification?

And what happens when the oil reaches the intertidal zone -

the vast expanses of mud flats exposed at low tide just north

of Cherry Point at Birch Bay, Drayton Harbor, Boundary Bay in

Canada and Lummi Bay just south of Cherry Point? What happens

to the rivers with deltas, the salt marsnes, estuaries and

grass beds in Puget Sound which catch and hold spilled oil

with the consequent serious results on all types of marine

life and the danger to the marine food chain?

Under very restrictive conditions, dispersants may be

used in deep water. This does not help the mud flats, estuaries

or salt marshes. When it comes to oil spill cleanup capability,

the "best technology available" is simply not good enough.

I was living in my present home in June of 1972 when the

ARCO spill occurred (and as of this spring, the fines assessed
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for the spill had not yet been paid). The weather conditions

that Sunday were extremely favorable - the water in Birch Bay

was like glass (an unusual occurrence), no wind or rain.

Watching the oil skimmers trying to clean up the spill was

like my taking my vacuum cleaner to clean the streets of Seattle.

Eventually individuals were hired to walk the shoreline and

pick up all oil covered debris - rocks - seaweed - driftwood.

Although there are larger and more efficient skimmers In use

today, the method is still the same - insufficient and unreliable

if less than ideal weather conditions exist.

Tied in with recreation and economics is aesthetics. Why

do people choose to live here? to come here for vacations?

Sometimes we need to feast our eyes on beauty for beauty's

sake. Our souls need food. We need to look at nature to put

man in perspective, to realize that man, the biological, needs

to adapt to the physical environment. The waves on Puget Sound

will continue to roll, whether covered with oil or not; the

tide will ebb and flow, giving no thoughtto the oil slick it

leaves on the mud flats.

Is the fight over? Has the 'grass roots response' beaten

the big corporation? Possibly - but POW has not disbanded.

Protect Our Waters incorporated to do just that: protect our

waters. Cherry Point offers deep water without dredging. It

is located on an exposed coastline of the Georgia Straits. The

weather we've had in the past few days exposes its vulnerability

to the elements. The land at Cherry Point is classified Industrial

mainly because existing industry is already there and large

tracts are owned by industrial interests.

Another project being proposed for the area is a dredge

and fill operation to create flat land and deep drydock for a

staging and assembly area for things like offshore oil drilling

rigs. Besides being located right on the herring spawning

area , this proposal might interfere with the littoral drift
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of materials to Sandy Point, a fragile hook or point containing
homes and located immediately south of Cherry Point. Sandy
Point has already experienced erosion from the interruption of
the natural flow of materials due to the piers and bulkhead
now located at Cherry Point. Any further development in the
Cherry Point area would have to address this question of littoral
drift to insure that "Peter isn't robbed to pay Paul."

And basically that Is what the questions should come down

to. Do the benefits to society as a whole - county, state,
region, country - outweigh the risks? How much does the public
give up and how much does the public gain? Too often the
question posed is "How much saving/profit for the company
proposing the project?" And brought into the argument are
such statements as "But we already own the land," "We've
invested X amount of dollars already," "Our longrange plans
have always included such a project at this location." Too

often in the past industry has made the land use and coastal

use decisions simply by announcing their plans.

Puget Sound is indeed unique and valuable and necessary
to protect; to use - but use carefully and wisely. In a democracy,
the citizenry must be ever vigilant. The fight is never over.
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THE SCIENCE MARKET IN COASTAL PLANNING

John R. Clark

and

Jeffrey A. Zinn

The Conservation Foundation

Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

The problem of recruiting scientific expertise to assist with
coastal resource management and comprehensive planning programs is
considered. Much of the problem stems from communication failure
among the various participants in the science market. The mis
understandings, at times sufficient to seriously block the progress of
planning and management programs, have been the subject of analysis by
The Conservation Foundation. We have found that many of these problems
are susceptible of solution through: 1) anticipation of and rigorous
preparation for sources of conflict, 2) comprehension of the
idiosyncracies of science, 3) due regard for the uniqueness of the
scientific method and 4) improvements in the way applied science deals
with its planning customers. In this paper some solutions are
discussed and a set of working principles presented that have been
devised and field tested by The Conservation Foundation in developing
its Coordinate Planning System for use by coastal communities.

INTRODUCTION

There is an active market for science in coastal planning.
Scientists collect information, develop principles, and predict
consequences that are extremely valuable to planners and politicians,
particularly in the still mystic field of ecology. However, the
market is not so strong for basic research which scientists relish, as
for information transfer, including interpretation and consultative
services, which scientists often disdain. Thus the needs and
aspirations of sciencists often conflict with those of planners and
administrators whose job it is to translate scientific knowledge
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into an action format. There are serious communication problems at
this interface.

In coastal planning, scientists must face the fact that the
market for original research is weak. More research is not what is
needed. What is needed is to get more of our present knowledge
applied in planning and in management. The problem is with implementa
tion. The resolution lies in improved information transfer, a
process which has many cheerleaders but no rules, no system, and no
identified roles. The purpose of this paper is to stimulate some
improvement in the transfer process by delineating some of the
problems, by identifying the major actors and their roles, and by
suggesting some solutions from past experience.

In the three case studies to follow, I try to illustrate the
current state of information transfer and how the science market in
planning is working. Further, that there is a strong and immediate
need for science to provide specially experienced coordinators to work
at the interface with planners and implementers and thereby to create
an improved market place for science in the planning arena.

EXAMPLES

California

Case I is the California Coastal Zone Planning Program which
resulted from a statewide public referendum in 1972, the well-known
Proposition 20. The mandate included a regulatory, or permit, program
for the coast and a planning program—the first to terminate when the
second was completed. The planning was to include three tasks: first,
determine the state interest in the coastal zone; second, develop
ecological principles for planning; and third, develop a specific
coastal plan built on nine elements.

Science saw a market for research here but the Commission wasn't
interested because its policy was: "Decisions, not research."
Moreover, the Commission thought its coast was already the most
studied in the world. This was somewhat shocking to many of the
scientists who tried to get into the program. By polling the science
group in California during a Conservation Foundation study [1] we
found that approximately 100 natural scientists were recruited to
review the individual plan elements. The scientists averaged 150
hours each on plan element review, and about 50 percent of them gave
advice on permit issues. About 70 percent said their influence on the
Commission was acceptable and only 30 percent were unhappy. However,
the majority griped about the Commission and their way of handling
potential science input. These scientists were puzzled. They felt
isolated and under-utilized. They thought they could have helped
strengthen the program.
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Our analysis showed that the scientists' complaints were real
from their point of view—they were under-utilized. The planners were
unimpressed with the potential of science for many reasons and did
not urge natural scientists to participate beyond reading staff
written drafts of the plan elements. One result is that there were
unnecessary gaps and ambiguities in the technical substance of the
California coastal act as it passed the Legislature in August of 1976.
Apparently the nexus joining science to implementation did not
materialize in California.

The moral of this case: Science should define an active role
for itself as an interpreter of existing knowledge and sell this role
to planners; it should make its potential role attractive to those
in planning and management.

Sanibel

Case II is the City of Sanibel, Florida, a semi-suburbanized,
sub-tropical island on the west coast of Florida. Now, 12,000 people
live there, but there were many less in 1975, when The Conservation
Foundation joined forces with Bill Roberts and John Sutton (of
Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and Todd; Philadelphia planners) and Fred
Bosselman and Charles Siemon (of Ross, Hardies, O'Keefe, Babcock and
Parsons; a Chicago law firm). The object was to design an innovative
total management plan to control speculative and development excesses.
Sanibel had just separated itself from Lee County in December 1974,
incorporated to get land use controls away from the County, seated its
own government and then established a general development and
construction moratorium. In March of 1975 The Conservation Foundation
was asked to participate. We started in May with a comprehensive
ecosystem analysis and continued through to finish our job in
September. Along with the planners and lawyers, we succeeded in
formulating a plan that was incorporated into law in toto [2].

At Sanibel we had all the breaks, so we can't recommend that this
model be applied nationally, but we did learn some things from it of
wide application, particularly, on how to make the science market work.
In April, we established a multidisciplinary science team, each
member receiving a specific assignment and some money (a small amount).
By the end of June each of the team members (15 in all) had surveyed
the island from his own discipline perspective. In July the team
completed their basic reports. In early August we had a consensus
session, where we formulated a set of environmental requirements
which we passed on to the planning board that month. In mid-
September we presented our comprehensive program for environmental
protection to the City of Sanibel.

These environmental requirements involved permitted uses, density
of uses, performance standards, and restoration of ecosystems. By
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December, the draft plan was completed by Roberts/Sutton and
Bosselman/Siemon. Following lengthy hearings and many tune-ups,
the ordinance was put into law in July, 1976. It has passed several
court tests, none of which has involved the science team. Because of
the representativeness of the team and the way we conducted ourselves,
no one on either side has been Interesting in bring us (the science
team) into court.

There are several items of interest arising from Sanibel. One
thing was that we used a "bellweather" advisory group of citizens,
an informal group (they were not appointed by the planning commission)
that could keep us on track and let us know Informally what they
thought of the policy assumptions we were making. We used our
Coordinate Planning System (as opposed to a conjunctive system) with
a coordinator to deal with the planners and administrators. That is,
we formed a balanced team of scientists and kept them isolated from
the rest. We took the science questions through the coordinator to
the scientists and sent the answers back to the community through the
coordinator. Everybody seemed to be happy with that. We used the
rewards and the processes typical of science: seminars, reference
papers, and so on. With this approach the scientists felt comfortable.
Our method of coming up with requirements for the plan was a
consensus method. We did not lean on regression analyses or computer
results. We "black-boxed" it through using a team with a wide
representation of disciplines, of advocacies, and alliances among
the technical people—they ranged from developers consultants to
committed environmentalists.

The moral of this case: Fifteen scientists, properly prepared,
sitting around a table operating at a high level of interaction are
able to accomplish results impossible for a collection of un
coordinated scientists or for any computer. With such a compatible
system, technicians can have a strong influence on management. And
they can do this without becoming policy makers themselves which is
very dangerous.

Carrying Capacity Analysis

Case III involves the subject of carrying capacity on a national
scale. This is not the ecologically defined carrying capacity—the
number of animals that can occupy a spatial unit. Carrying capacity,
when used by planners, has to do with a search for rational limits to
growth in three areas: public services, human conditions, and natural
systems. Services means water, sewage and transportation. The human
condition implies health, the general ambience of the community,
prosperity, jobs, and so forth. Natural systems includes soil, water,
air, fauna, flora, and so forth.

For this case I had 26 published carrying capacity studies to
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review that had been examined and reported by a colleague, David
Godschalk. The work was done for the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development [3]. Godschalk looked at three techniques for
analysis of carrying capacity—inventory of resources; calculations,
including simple arithmetic; and computer modeling. Five out of the
26 studies that I reviewed succeeded in getting an appropriate
administrative or legislative response and 21 failed to get the
response [4]. The question is why? Of the five cases that did get
a response, all had used both inventory and calculations methods.
These were Sparta (N.J.), Medford (N.J.), Sanibel (Fla.), Bucks
County (Pa.), and Lake Tahoe (Ca.). Only one of these used a model
(Tahoe). Of the 21 that failed, only one noted an absence of power,
of local authority, to implement the carrying capacity results into
law. Six out of 21 cited a lack of data, a common complaint of
scientists. But 13 out of 21 cited inadequate methods—state-of-the-
art problems.

In reflection, one needs to take the problem of inadequate method
with a grain of salt. The reason—and this is my opinion only—that
the technical approach to the carrying capacity studies failed was
that it couldn't push through the policy vacuum. Policy wasn't set,
the scientists came up with their own assumptions, politicians didn't
understand it, planners couldn't defend it, and the momentum failed.

The salient point about these cases is that the nexus materialized
for only 5 of the 26 technical studies of carrying capacity. The
middlemen failed to marry science to implementation in 21 cases.
Science did not succeed in its mission. For 5 of them, science
succeeded because appropriate policy was set and because this nexus
was provided.

The moral of this case: Science cannot be effective in the
absence of appropriate policy upon which to base its assumptions.
Until science learns the process of getting and using policy grounding
under its assumptions, its promise in the planning arena will not be
realized.

PARTICIPANTS

It is useful to recognize the different participants in the
science market in coastal planning and to understand their roles. We
have identified three major actors. They may be described as
follows: 1) Technicians who are the scientists, engineers and other
technical specialists; 2) Implementers who are the policy makers,
planning boards, elected officials and so forth; and 3) Brokers, who
are the middlemen, the planners, administrators, and so forth that work
at the interface between technicians and implementers to make it all
work. There is a fourth and very important go-between role to be
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played by either the Technician or Broker, but usually by a
Technician. This is the role of science interpreter, or coordinator,
an individual who knows the business of planning and is intimately
familiar with the way in which scientists and other technicians work
and who therefore can provide the pathway for effective communication
between the Brokers and the Technicians. There are few people who
are specifically trained or experienced to fit the role of
Coordinator. It is a gap that exists and a role that has never been
accorded professional recognition in applied science. It is a
responsibility of science to recognize this gap and to prepare people
to fill it.

As it is now, attempts to effect a working partnership between
the scientists and other technical experts and the Implementers and
Brokers are often frustrated by differences of philosophy and
problems of communication between the disciplines. On one side,
scientists may appear to the Brokers as incapable of grasping
relevance, tedious, unable to deal with issues simply, incompatible
with compromise, or irreconcilably divided in their interpretations
and advice. On the other side, the Brokers may appear to scientists
as uncomprehending, over-expectant, unable to express their needs,
overly concerned with politics, or unappreciative of the rigors of
the scientific method.

People outside science are often quite puzzled by scientists and
by their eccentricities. Science has always had special methods for
conducting its affairs and for assuring the credibility of its
products. The different way in which science does its business results
in a different mindset with scientists; so different in fact, that
scientists are often uncomfortable in trying to work conjunctively
with the Implementers or the Brokers. The exceptional few that can
work comfortably in this context, the Coordinators, provide a crucial
bridge between science and the Brokers.

Science is motivated by a system of rewards that its customers
must recognize. They are scientists first and servants of society
second. It is often difficult for the Brokers working with scientists
to recognize the pervasiveness of their system and the effect it has
on the willingness of scientists to engage in directed, or applied,
work.

WORKING WITH IMPLEMENTERS AND BROKERS

We have found that the dilemma of conflict between the Technicians
and the Brokers or Implementers is often amenable to solution through:
1) improved comprehension of the idiosyncracies of science and regard
for the uniqueness of the scientific method on the part of the Brokers,
and 2) an improved sense of responsibility to the public and an
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understanding of the special requirements of interpretative, or
applied, science and guideline formulation on the part of the
scientists [4].

The Conservation Foundation has gained experience in the science
market to work with the Broker—professional planners and administra
tors [2] [5]. In our system, the scientists review appropriate
information and write summary reports in their discipline areas. They
meet together for discussions and for decision sessions. They
maintain close contact with a team Coordinator (supplied by the
Foundation) who makes the formal contact with the planners, handles
administrative details, interprets goals, makes assignments, reviews
and refines the individual and group work products, and attempts to
remove value oriented bias by appropriately framing the questions.

Our experience is that natural scientists can work most effective
ly and objectively on their own, under scientific leadership, rather
than in conjunction with the Brokers and other professionals (e.g.,
engineers, lawyers, planners). Accordingly The Conservation
Foundation science teams have been most successful when working
coordinately, i.e., when comprised of natural scientists with the
Brokers serving in guidance roles where appropriate but communication
principally through the Coordinator.

In a further refinement of approach it is most important that the
Broker work with the science team through the Coordinator to refine the
statement of the task until it is clearly amenable to a technical
solution. For example, an inappropriate statement would be "Where
should septic tanks be put?" An appropriate question might be "In
the context of prevailing groundwater and soil conditions, how far
back from a watercourse should leach fields be set in order not to
degrade water quality below existing state standards?" That kind of a
question has a scientific answer. Scientists can give you a number,
or perhaps a yes-or-no answer. Thus, the Coordinator may have to
educate the Broker in advance to condition him to phrase tasks in an
unambiguous and objective fashion. This skill can be learned with
practice or instruction.

Among the tasks that Technicians should not be expected to
address are the following:

• Population limits
t Density of structures
• Mix of uses
• Optimal rate of development

The tasks that Technicians can assist with, given the right
context, are:
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• Ecological impacts from human actions
• The identification of critical areas
• Prediction of the effects of alternative approaches
• Restoration of ecosystems and renewable resources
t Allocation of predetermined amounts of growth
• Performance standards for development
• The consequences of various levels of resource utilization

Even with tasks clearly defined, it is not always easy for
scientists to make precise cause-and-effect calculations—much still
remains a type of black art.

We disagree with people who think science should labor to
educate politicians about ecosystem function, impacts of pollution,
other such detail, because politicians normally don't want to absorb
a lot of facts, they want to make a decision. Therefore, they want
the advice of credible Technicians without hearing the ins and outs
or it. They usually don't care how an ecosystem works. They just want
to know how to vote on the next issue. We think that the educational
process should be focused in the middle, on the Brokers and the
Coordinators-on the people that have to be educated thoroughly about
pontics, policy making, and planning as well as hydrology, geoloqy,
biology, and so on.

WORKING WITH SCIENTISTS

Some principles that have evolved from the coastal resource
conservation and planning studies of The Conservation Foundation are
presented in the following discussion along with working procedures
that appear to have general application. Properly integrated and
executed, they can serve as the framework for incorporating scientific
information and expertise into many comprehensive planning/resource
management activities and environmental protection programs. Further
more, assisting with such public tasks should be a satisfyinq
experience for the scientist.

Benefits of Isolation

In our planning work with the scientific community we have found
it better to adapt to their system rather than to try to make the
scientists adapt the planner's system. An important part of this
is to ensure that necessary communications with the Implementers
and the Brokers are handled through a Coordinator, a group leader
especially qualified for this role. This principle of working with
academic and practicing scientists as a separate team and through
specially qualified leadership coordinating their work with other
aspects of planning is fundamental to the Foundation's Coordinate
Planning System.
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Scientists may assist planners most effectively when working
separately; that is, not organized in multi-profession task groups.
Broad task force operations, by their nature, are antithetical to
the deliberate pace of "the scientific method," the generally
accepted sequential process by which scientists proceed through a
series of steps—observation, hypothesis, experiment, theory, and
proof. Caution and doubt are the handmaidens of success in scientific
pursuit. As stated by Ritchie Calder [6], the scientist is conditioned
to "practice three things: he must observe and choose his facts; he
must form a hypothesis which links them together and provides a
plausible explanation of them; he must carry out numerous and
repeated experiments to prove, or disprove, his hypothesis." Further,
science is ''an exacting discipline which demands that a scientist lav
aside all his prejudices (of which he just as many as the rest of us);
marshal his facts without fear or favor and frame his hypothesis on
those facts, and then be prepared to labor for months or for years—just
to prove himself wrong, perhaps, in the end." Finally, Calder states
the essential principles of modern science as "rejecting the deductive
or thinking-off-the-top-of-the-head principle and stating clearly the
inductive or take-your-coat-off principle."

It is just exactly when scientists take off their coats and settle
into extended dialogue that directors of multi-profession task forces
become impatient. Too often to suit them, the dialogue turns on
ignorance and caution rather than knowledge and action. But, what
ever the task force's burden of time restraints may be or the urgency
of its need for decisions, the scientist must follow his norm: "True
science teaches to doubt, and, in ignorance, to refrain." (Claude
Bernard)

The rigors of scientific methodology condition scientists not only
to "refrain" but also to approach issues differently than laymen and to
use a special jargon that makes others uncomfortable. Also, the
professional circumstances of advanced scientists condition them to be
quite unresponsive to pressures to conform to the expediencies of the
multi-profession task force. Because the institutions of academic
science join unanimously in protecting scientists from the coercive
forces of society, most scientists will remain remarkably unaffected by
pressures to shorten their usual approach.

Motivation

Scientists best perform public tasks when motivated through their
own reward system. Classical science is motivated by a unique system
of rewards that must be accommodated by its customers. It is often
difficult for administrators and planners working with scientists to
recognize the pervasiveness of this system and the effect it has on
the willingness of scientists to volunteer for public tasks.
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The Conservation Foundation has established the following four
major policies: 1) ensure that scientists are not asked to do any
thing that would interfere with peer approval or with the basic ethics
and controls of science; 2) make suitable provisions for publication,
however simple, of the work of each scientist; 3) provide for suitable
recognition of their efforts; and 4) budget funds for payment of
expenses and for honoraria of principal contributors.

Peer Approval: Academic scientists serving as volunteers simply
will not cooperate if they are not able to maintain peer approval,
the strongest factor governing the practice of science! Tneir work
must be consonant with the procedures, controls and approvals which
science uses for its own governance. The scientist should not be
asked to perform any task whereby he might suffer major disapproval of
the science community by the appearance of unprofessional conduct.

Publication Opportunity: Success and advancement in the sciences
"S measured in terms of the quantity and the quality of research
publications that the scientist produces. Publication, then, is the
major tangible result of the efforts of the scientist. It follows
that the opportunity to publish a credible scientific paper provides
strong motivation and one that should be afforded scientists perform
ing public tasks whenever possible. Publication can be arranged
through a special scientific document offered in support of the coastal
plan or resource management program or through appropriate professional
journals.

Recognition: Many, but not all, science volunteers appreciate
public recognition of their efforts. A news article or media interview
may be enough to satisfy the individual scientist and this may be
small reward for his labors. However done, it is desirable to
incorporate the recognition element into the operational plan.

Support: The scientist will incur some expenses and may also need
the help of a student or paid assistant in analyzing or doing field
verifications of his data. These expenses should be anticipated. It
must be understood that the successful scientist may have numerous
opportunities for paid consulting within his field of expertise at
rates which the public agency cannot match. Therefore, the agency must
compete by providing other rewards.

Context

Scientists joining a coastal planning effort will want a clear
expression of working policies, operating procedures, and scheduling
of the program. They will have to be enlightened on planning goals and
on the practical and political limitations of the planning process.
More Importantly, scientists will want the problems presented to them
in a context that does not force them to make social value judgements.
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For example, we have previously stated [7]:

While scientists can often state the conditions that are
optimum for best ecosystem function, they are not specially
equipped to offer advice on what constitutes socially accept
able or unacceptable levels of carrying capacity. In effect,
ecological scientists can establish the criteria upon which to
judge ecosystem conditions and upon which public decision
making shall proceed, but are not themselves qualified to make
the decisions by virtue of their knowledge.

Bentley Glass makes the point that scientists are aware that they
operate in a wider arena of goal setting [8]:

Man must choose goals, and a choice of goals involves us 1n
weighing values—even whole systems of values. The scientist
cannot make the choice of goals for his people, and neither can
he measure and weigh values with accuracy and objectivity.
There is nonetheless an important duty he must perform, because
he and he alone may see clearly enough the nature of the
alternative choices, including laissez faire. which is no
less a choice than any other.

Considerable care must be given to the preparation of assignments
for natural scientists. For example, one should not ask a team of
scientists "Should this hillside be built upon?" or "Is that wetland
worth saving?" Scientists are thus asked to make judgements of value
that they are not equipped to do. They must have clear policy grounding
on each aspect of their work. For example, on the wetlands question,
the scientists would have to know existing federal and state wetlands
policies and regulations in detail and, if applicable, exactly what
local goals and policies had been developed for wetlands.

A National Academy of Sciences study group has cautioned, however,
that this must be done in such a way as not to substitute the
scientists' judgement for that of the administrator [9]:

We are aware that outside scientific boards can become
counterproductive, especially if there is not a clear definition
of where review of technical analysis ends and application of
sociopolitical judgments leading to a decision begins. However,
if such a board can perform its task well, avoiding attempts
to make decisions or preempt the administrator's role in
decision making while maintaining independence in exercising its
technical judgement, it can serve a vital role in the decision
making process.

To ensure that they are working in the appropriate context it is
most important that the science team, through its leader, work with the
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administrator or planner to refine the statement of the task until
it is unambiguous, objective, and clearly amenable of a technical
solution.

This is to say that scientists may have to provide advice to
administrators on the context and consequences of their decisions if
these are not immediately obvious to laymen.

Science has accepted mores about the judgements it gives, as
expressed by Bentley Glass [8]:

...although they may agree upon the basic scientific facts which
are relevant to the issue, there are rarely enough established
facts to clinch the argument and there is always room for
differences of opinion in interpreting the facts. In these
matters the ethic of the matter requires the scientist to
state his opinion on matters of social concern, but at the
same time to distinguish clearly between what he states to be
fact and what opinion he holds. Moreover, his opinion about
matters within his technical sphere of competence is an "informed"
opinion; his opinion about other matters, even other scientific
matters, is that of a layman. He must in all honesty make clear
to the public in what capacity he speaks.

As a natural scientist who has worked on several carrying capacity
analyses around the coasts of the country, Iam left with a strong
conviction that the problems with application of science to planning
are actually problems with communication and particularly with policy
clarification, in disguise. Too often community officials are unable
to provide a clear set of social goals, policies, and decisions, by
which technicians can formulate the basic assumptions they require as
underpinnings to their analyses. In the absence of these, technicians
on their own must try to simulate policy to get on with the job. For
example, they might conclude that wetlands should be saved regardless
of social or economic consequences when, politically, the community
would be willing to sacrifice hundreds of acres under certain futures
options. Therefore, such simulation is politically dangerous and often
leads to failure because the community officials will find that the
social assumptions underlying the technical analysis are unacceptable
and therefore it cannot be used.

Scientists begin to assume the role of policy maker when they make
assumptions. For example, to run through a computer program the
Technician may need to assume a growth of 5,000 homes or a need for
500,000 megawatts of electricity. He may give the Broker or
Implementer three different answers based on three assumptions—none of
which seem reasonable or make sense politically to the people that need
to use the information for implementation. Each time a scientist makes
a simplifying assumption he is making a value judgement, a policy
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decision. But policy makers are most reluctant to accept policy made
by scientists and put it into implementation. While it's true that
causes and effects can be defined, often quantitatively, the issues
at conflict are not usually resolved technically. They are resolved
politically because even when science can. confidently predict, it
cannot make the value judgements for society. As Lee Loevinger has
stated it [10]:

It is the part of wisdom and maturity to recognize social
problems as conflicts of interests and values to which science
can contribute data and methodology, but which science cannot
claim special authority to resolve. Scientists can show the
public the means of defining the parameters of problems, the
methods of investigating possible solutions, and the data
that are relevant to the choice of solutions. Beyond this,
scientists can offer interpretations, inferences, and
implications from their data for the enlightenment of the
public. However, their data and arguments will be accepted as
scientific only if it is apparent that they were sought and
offered in a truly scientific manner—that is, in a spirit of
objective inquiry and not of advocacy. To put the matter most
simply, scientists can best influence law and government by
working as scientists.

While that simple advice sounds good, it offers no solution. The
reality is that the Technicians have a difficult time staying out of
social policy issues when they are involved with planning. Because
the Brokers are limited in technical knowledge and how to deal with
science, they have a hard time even asking the right questions, much
less properly interpreting the answers. Therefore, scientists must
often define the terms of their own work and interpret their own
results. In so doing they often unconsciously move into the policy
arena. This is bad for science and for the public cause. The notion
of scientists as policy advocates was popularized during the recent
environmental era in which science has played a strangely dominant role
in environmental policy formulation. It is a peculiarity of the
environmental reform movement that scientists were often both its
leaders and its heroes—Barry Commoner, Paul Erhlich, Rachel Carson and
dozens more. These scientists not only brought on public awareness,
but also provided the basic ideology and helped to pattern the programs
of change. This extent of scientific influence is nearly unparalleled
in the history of reform movements in the United States. Its legacy is
a high respect by the public for the ability of scientists as
environmental policy makers. This regard does not necessarily extend
to the outlook of the administrator or policy maker who needs the help
of science, but who wishes to reserve policy judgement to himself. To
accomplish this the Brokers and Implementers have to learn how to
communicate with science.
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Finding Consensus

In the Coordinate Planning System framework, only the team leader,
the Coordinator, needs to be in regular communication with the Broker.
This framework insulates scientists from the effects of value
orientation and prejudgment of outcome by the Brokers and the
Implementers. These are great advantages when opposition is generated
by persons aggrieved by the planning or management decisions, who may
hire their own scientists to contest the plan or program leading to a
lengthy and expensive "battle of experts." Selecting individual
experts in expectation that they will reinforce political judgements
already made is risky. This situation has caused numerous enervating
and wasteful confrontations in the United States over environmental
issues in the past ten years. Don K. Price counsels [11]: "Any
policy decision, either in the administrative or the political world,
has its opponents, and nobody wants to give his opponents a chance to
say the decision is unsound from the professional or scientific point
of view."

Our solution to this dilemma is to engage experts of undoubted
credibility who, as a team, can speak for the natural science community
in the relevant field. This requires that the individuals are not only
well versed in the principal sciences dealt with in the project but
also have a varied range of personal and professional advocacies. The
combination should greatly reduce the possibility for technical
conflict over the team's data and recommendations.

By the nature of their proclivities and training, natural scientists
are well prepared to work in the format of an all-science team and to
reach joint conclusions by consensus. The science forum process may
bewilder laymen but it is everyday stuff for academic researchers.

In a recent example using the coordinate approach in coastal zone
planning, we were able to provide a comprehensive natural systems
analysis and a workable set of recommendations for the innovative
comprehensive plan of the city of Sanibel, Florida, (approved in July,
1976) in less than five months, with preliminary results in 3 1/2
months. The natural science team was required to meet only twice during
the five months because continuing communication and Integration was
conducted by the team leader. The first meeting was for orientation and
organization of the work; the second was for reaching a consensus on
conclusions and giving recommendations [2].

Our team included specialists in a wide variety of disciplines,
including: hydrology, botany, aquatic ecology, energetics, zoology,
ornithology, ichthyology, geology, and wildlife management. Joined
together by their science backgrounds, high interest 1n the subject, and
a resulting spirit of comraderie, the team was able to function
smoothly and effectively. Communication and transfer of information
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to the planning consultants (Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd, Inc.)
and to city administrator proceeded on schedule. It is clear that
successful completion in so short a time could not have been
accomplished in a large multi-profession conjunctive task force.

The same approach can be applied to planning tasks performed by
much smaller groups of scientists. The work of any group of three or
more scientists could be organized into a separate team and success
fully managed following the Coordinate Planning System.

The consensus system as The Conservation Foundation uses it draws
on the above general philosophies and specifies several particulars.
In the Sanibel test of the Coordinate Planning System we proceeded
as follows [2]:

In conducting the natural systems study our consulting
experts not only performed the surveys and determined the
condition of the systems, they also identified management
requirements and formulated recommendations. In order to
reach a consensus on requirements and recommendations, the
following procedure was devised: 1) Survey team members were
consulted by CF staff members during the course of their work;
2) working conclusions were transmitted to the team by CF;
3) a draft of conclusions based upon the comments was prepared;
4) a final workshop was held to refine and consolidate the
requirements and recommendations—based upon comments on the
revised workshop draft and 5) a final draft report was prepared
for presentation to the City Council

The system succeeded partly because we did not frustrate ourselves
trying to build recommendations on mathematical proofs of causes and
effects. We did no multi-variate analyses requiring computers or
regression analysis. We simply sat as a scientific panel, in the
academic style. We presented data and opinions to our colleagues and
reached consensus on all recommendations. To the world outside, we
black-boxed it through. The approach was sound because the team
members represented a wide variety of disciplines and a balance of
advocacies and alliances. They were experts of undoubted credibility
who, as a team, could speak for the natural science community. A
consensus of this group left little room for dispute over the
recommendations.

As stated by Don K. Price [11]:

Politicians and administrators [Implementers and Brokers] who work
in a field of such uncertainty that their decisions are always
open to question, are eager to base them on as large an element of
certainty, as possible. For them, truth must be defined in
practice as what the experts agree on. To go against accepted
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consensus of either a scientific discipline or a profession—as
long as that consensus appears to be based on scientific evidence
rather than mere corporate self-interest—is extremely hazardous.

Our experience, then, is that recommendations developed through
a consensus of representative teams of scientists appears to provide
the best advice to the public on issues that may be strongly
contested. By their nature scientists are best prepared to work
in the format of all-science teams and to reach joint conclusions by
consensus. If the team is properly selected and its terms of
reference properly clarified, it should represent the views of science
at large and therefore can be considered the final best opinion of
science. Conversely, recommendations that are the result of individual
opinions of experts, regardless of the number, may be challenged
aggressively by experts representing opposing interests and therefore
may remain tentative and continually open to dispute. Unfortunately,
there are special interests that often stand to gain at least in the
short term, from such controversy and divisiveness. The team should
not only be well versed in the principal sciences dealt with in the
project but also have a varied range of personal advocacies and
alliances. Such a balance should greatly reduce the possibility for
technical conflict over the team's data and recommendations.

Accountability

In order to get the best results from scientists on public tasks
they should work within a clear framework of responsibility. Once
their work is put into an acceptable context they should then be left
free to perform their task. They will work most effectively and
accountably if they originate the work product according to their
methods rather than start by reviewing products already prepared.
The natural scientist generally feels rather diffident about reviewing
products on technical subjects prepared by others and often will not
be motivated to make the effort of criticism and revision necessary
to transfer responsibility and accountability to himself. We believe
that this is particularly true where the scientist has not been
consulted in advance on the "ground rules" for preparation of the
product. Our experience has shown that scientists will be most
accountable if they are brought in at the beginning, permitted time
to collect verification data, required to report results in publishable
form, consulted frequently, and encouraged to communicate with their
colleagues. A scientist's accountability to the public client is
second to and stems from his accountability to the profession of
science. Therefore he must be allowed to work in a way that is
harmonious with the methods and ethics of science.

A scientist's accountability to the public client stems from his
accountability to the profession of science instilled in him as a
student. Scientists are indoctrinated with lofty goals. These are
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summarized by Bentley Glass as follows [8]:

...to cherish complete truthfulness; to avoid self-aggrandizement
at the expense of one's fellowscientists; fearlessly to defend
the freedom of scientific inquiry and opinion; and fully to
communicate one's findings through primary publication, synthesis,
and instruction. Out of these grow the social and ethical
responsibilities of scientists that in the past twenty years
have begun to loom ever larger in our ken.

Uncoerced by conflicting social pressures, science normally lives
up to these goals handily and wrestles with knotty problems
effectively.

Coordination

The Coordinate Planning System presupposes specially qualified
leadership. The scientific team leader, or Coordinator, must under
stand the processes of policy formulation, planning and administration
in order to provide the proper context for the tasks given to the
team. He must understand the limitations of knowledge and of interest
in science on the part of administrators and planners and also assist
them to ask questions that can be answered by scientists. He is the
intercommunications link between the Technicians and the Brokers.
While we believe that the Coordinator's role is best handled by the
science team leader, we also believe that a specially qualified Broker
can play this role. This is especially relevant where relatively
little science input is required in a large-scale planning effort.

The Coordinator has other responsibilities. For example, setting
the pace and maintaining the momentum of the team is critical. The
rate of progress of the natural science team must closely match that
of the planning team and others involved so that profitable inter
actions can take place. The science team should neither finish too
soon nor too late. In the first case, the planning team may have
further questions or refinements which come too late. In the second
case, the planners may have had to push on ahead of the scientists.
Either situation leads to reduced benefit from the work of the science
team. Consequently, the Coordinator has to be wise in the way by which
both groups work in the real world.

The leadership skills for management in the type of planning tasks
under discussion are not taught formally: they must be learned by
experience. This is not to say they could not be taught. Conversely,
we think they could, in the framework of developed principles,
practices, and case histories. We hope that this essay will provide
encouragement in that direction, particularly toward a system of mid-
career training for those who find themselves in the position of
managing natural science input in natural resources conservation or
comprehensive community planning.
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